This is an interesting study on the role of an often neglected aerosol such as sea-salt in future climate scenarios. The authors use four different chemistry transport models driven by the same meteorology (climate scenario SRES A1B) and assess the changes in sea-salt emissions, concentrations, depositions and radiative forcing between the periods 1990-2009 and 2040-2059. The manuscript is within the scope of ACP, it is well written and the scientific analysis is thorough and clear. Therefore I recommend publication in ACP after the authors address the following comments:
1. In section 2.3 the authors should make more clear that in DEHM and EMEP the sea salt flux parameterisation assumes a constant 80% RH while MATCH and SILAM use the RH from the climate model. This is stated in Table 1 but should also be emphasized in the text since RH is an important component of the sea salt flux formulation.
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2. Including also the basic equations described in sections 2.3.1-2.3.3 (may be in supplement) would help in clarifying the main differences between the models. Table 3? 8. Figure 2 is not needed since the information is already included in Table 3. 9. Line 476: differences 10. Line 555: for all 11. Lines 565-566: "Conversely, warming is predicted where the albedo is high and the AOD is low, e.g. over the mountain tops in Norway and Italy ". I don't see any warming in Fig12a over the mountains. To me it looks like a net cooling of up to -0.28 W/m2 over these areas. In general I am a little confused about the radiative forcing resutls. Less cooling is not warming and to my understanding the effect of sea salt is found to be an overall cooling for both periods. Including also the corresponding radiative forcing plot for the future runs in Figure 12 could clarify this.
